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Violence professionals engage in the hardest and most complicated use of force there is.That's
controlling an individual – who is on the fight – without injuring that person or taking injury
themselves. Worse there are time limits. Not only from the perspective of 'the longer it goes on
the greater the chance of injury,' but also the more likely you are to be sued and booed. Sued
because they saw the two of you in a long drawn out 'fight.' The booed part tracks back to you
being injured because the longer it takes to gain control, the more likely someone else is to jump
in and attack you from behind."A Professional's Guide to Ending Violence Quickly" goes beyond
mere defensive tactics and techniques. It goes straight into survival. Yes the survival can be
physical, but it also includes not being sued and protecting your career. By ending a situation
quickly and effectively you reduce your chances of not getting thrown under the bus by an
employer for doing what you were hired to do.
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IComments Regarding the TriggerForewordMy job was telling people no. Sometimes they didn’t
like that.When you tell someone, “No you can’t kidnap, rape, and murder this woman,” he can
get ... downright cranky.― MMDoes your job occasionally involve you taking physical action to
enforce an institution’s no? When everyone else steps back is it your job is to go forward? Some
people don’t like to hear the word no – and when they try to push it, it’s your job to enforce that
two-letter word. Whether it’s your’s, a coworker’s, or someone you’re paid to protect, that no may
result in violence. That’s why we came up with the term violence professional.Turns out there are
a lot of professions where going physical is part of the job. If you work in one, you also know
there are all kinds of “my profession makes look me better and cooler than your’s” competition.
This can go so far as elitism and downright contempt between professionals. I wrote A
Professional’s Guide … as an attempt to bridge the gaps among those people in violence
professions. It turns out we have more in common than differences – especially when assailants
are trying to rip our throats out with their teeth.What people in some jobs face may seem less or
more threatening, but there are all kinds of limitations, circumstances, situations, and factors that



make things more hazardous in some aspects and less dangerous in others. The problem with
this segregation is it keeps people in one field who have answers to specific problems from
sharing that information with those in other fields.We do have more in common than differences,
but let’s identify some of those differentiations because they have a lot to do with the type of
violence and the goals we have to deal with. Often the people who police go hands-on with are
trying to escape. While bouncers mostly deal with territorial drunks they need to get off the
property, I don’t know any veteran bouncer who hasn’t been attacked with knives many more
times than every police or correctional officer I’ve ever spoken with. Turns out the uniform has a
lot to do with what people are willing to throw at you.Oh and campus police are often looked
down upon by regular police also ‘college bar’ bouncers by other bouncers. But let me tell you,
some of the hardest fights I ever had were against packs of drunk and entitled frat rats. They’re
too big not to be taken seriously, but too young to know any better. That and being young and in
good shape makes controlling them without injuring them a risky proposition. (Worse, they don’t
know how to surrender.) They’re quick to anger, don’t know how to back down and they’ll group
stomp you without thinking about it.When it comes to mental patients’ motivation, it’s a crap
shoot. Are they trying to get away, drive you away, hurt you or fight ghosts? Addicts in treatment
centers? Same kind of crap shoot. Security at an Emergency Room? Who knows what’s going
to come through the doors with the Saturday Night Knife and Gun Club. Prison guards? Yeah
how’d you like to be locked in the same room with 200 convicted felons every day? Military? In
country and in these days of police actions you can’t just shoot the guy. Then there’s the always
fun unofficial job of wrangling your drunk friend before he does something really stupid.Name
one of those circumstances where you couldn’t get hurt bad or killed – even if it was getting
knocked over and you skull split on the concrete.Aside from a cracked skull being the same for
everyone, there’s another added ‘danger’ we all share. That’s institutional policies about
acceptable use of force. All too often the ‘approved’ levels of force and provided training are …
well, let’s be honest … a disaster. They’re not a joke because jokes don’t leave you either
unemployed for not allowing yourself to be injured or – when you are injured – on disability. Be
cautious about hiring on at places with a high employee turnover rate or, when you ask about it,
the interviewer becomes evasive. That usually indicates a serious conflict between policies and
employee safety. (You want hell on earth? Try working with juveniles. They can attack you as
hard as they want, but you can’t ‘defend yourself.’ As one guy trying to hire me in a Youth
Correctional Center told me, “These kids have more rights than God.” I turned that job
down.) Flat out, while they might work against someone who is being fussy or just trying to
escape, mandated, non-pain -inflicting, compliance systems are going put you in the hospital
when someone is intent on hurting you. All in the name of indemnifying the organization from
being sued. If you take such a job, you need something that works but looks like you were
‘following the rules.’ You’ll find such information in this book.If you’re new to violence professions
all of this may seem bitter and cynical. But let me assure you you’ve entered a field that is
contradictory, hypocritical, financially driven, paranoid about being sued, filled with ass-covering,



throwing people under the bus and often at odds with itself. When it comes down it there are
three key points you have to remember:Your safety is on you.If you get hurt, they’ll try to find all
kinds of ways not to pay – including claiming you did something wrong and firing you (so cover
your ass on that front).You are the low man on the totem pole and – by extension – the most
expendable.Those three are why I wrote this book. Professional’s Guide… will not only help you
from getting injured on the job, but help you keep that job. In short, I want to help you with the
dangers of being a violence professional.One type of danger comes from the person intent on
hurting you.The other type of danger comes after you’ve stopped the person from hurting you.
It’s the threats from the department, company or the law over what had to do to stop that person
from hurting you. Not just fired, but sued, jailed and vendettas are possible. Dealing with these
are entirely different skill sets. Ones that many people overlook – until it rears up and bites them
in the ass.Face it, violence professions are inherently dangerous, both physically and otherwise.
You have to be on your toes about all of these dangers. While being a violence professional is
about a lot more than just busting heads, there is unquestionably a lot to do with being effective
physically. Something that is not well understood is “It’s not what you have, it’s how well you use
it.” That’s not just about being big, strong and hitting hard. It’s about knowing how to apply force
in a way that ends violence quickly. That is the goal, not necessarily hurting someone. With that,
I’m going to give you major paradigm shift: You often don’t have to injure someone to end
violence quickly.Hell, often you don’t even need to inflict pain. (Yes. There’s a difference between
pain and injury. Think ‘one hurts,’ the other requires a ‘trip to the ER.’) Thing is the public doesn’t
know that. So if witnesses see someone screaming that you’re hurting him, they think you’re
injuring that person. Guess who’s going to catch hell for that? So while inflicting pain looks like
the easiest way to do things, there are other more effective tools you can use to end a
situation.For example, know what the fastest, easiest and least injurious way to get a drunk off
his feet? Spin him. Ever drank so much the room spins? Alcohol affects balance and the
equilibrium of the inner ear. You initiate that process by physically spinning the drunk. I don’t
care if you spin him like a top (turn him around and frog march him to the door) or grab him and
whirl him around you like a ‘waltz with an attitude’ (grab him, step back and spin, which throws
him towards a wall or door). Basically, by spinning/whirling him around you exploit the effects of
alcohol. Instead of going head to head with him to knock him down with hits, you disrupt his
balance and let the booze and gravity do the rest. (Speaking of that, turning his head – like you
were unscrewing a stuck lid off a mayonnaise jar – as you’re stepping out of the way drops
drunks like a bag of potatoes.) With a little practice you can spin and drop a drunk right into a
cuffing position.Let me change tracks here to explain four things I’ve learned since I wrote this
book. They will help you with that paradigm shift I mentioned. A shift that will really help you end
violence quickly without injuring people. Or, if it is necessary to injure (or even kill) to stop them,
it gives you a way to explain why a lesser amount of force wouldn’t have worked. (That’s a big
deal when it comes to not getting arrested or sued.) So with that in mind, the four new
things:First, there are many types of violence – most of it really about everything else than



effectiveness and ending the physical conflict quickly. Wait what?Yeah, a little bit of explaining.
Have you ever considered that the most ferocious martial sports consist entirely of techniques
designed to prolong the match for the audience’s enjoyment? That’s to say as hard as they’re
doing them, those techniques have been watered down to both prevent injury and allow the fight
to continue. That’s just one reason why Mixed Martial Arts training does not work for violence
professionals. (Whereas – for certain circumstances – grappling arts work great and straight-out-
of-the-box for controlling people you don’t want to hurt. But in other circumstances grappling is
the absolute last thing you want to do.)But let’s go back to why MMA training isn’t necessarily the
best thing for violence profession. A big consideration is how it looks both to the witnesses and
on the security footage. The following takes a little imagination. Take a clip from MMA bout, put
them in street clothes and in a bar. What would you call what the two guys are doing? The
answer is fighting. News flash: Fighting is illegal for civilians and excessive force for violence
professionals. Using MMA training (especially the kicking and punching parts) will get you sued,
if not arrested. Oh and ground and pounds? Do yourself a favor and lose ‘em from your
professional bag of tricks. They’re a great way to get a manslaughter charge or shot (out of
legitimate self-defense). How do I know this? I’m a court recognized expert witness and one of
the areas I’m qualified in is positional disadvantage. Doing a ground and pound qualifies as
immediate threat of death or grievous bodily injury. Which are the legal justifications for him
using lethal force on you.Oh and while we’re at it, our human default fighting strategies (yes, we
have them) absolutely suck at injuring each other. This is a good thing because most ‘fights’
aren’t about injury but social issues. They’re fighting over something, not with the intent to injure
or kill. Knowing that you can easily handle most people who try to fight you. That’s because a big
part of being effective at violence means not falling into those same patterns. Think about that,
it’s a simple but profound concept. If you can keep from falling into those patterns you will have
more options than just going skull to skull with someone.Tying this back to the different kinds of
violence, that also means that a response that works with one type isn’t right for another. A
drunk taking a swing at you requires a far more moderate response than someone trying to sink
a knife in your guts. If you try what works on one on the other you’re in trouble for either
excessive force or your in the hospital (if you’re lucky). So spend as much of your time as
possible about learning about how and why violence happens. This so you can recognize what
is coming at you before it lands.More importantly you’ll be able to recognize when it just shifted
from one level to another. That ability can keep you out of the hospital or prison. The level of
violence you are facing can change in a blink of an eye (e.g. that guy you’re trying to wrestle out
the door manages to pull his knife.) I guarantee you if you are unable to adapt as fast as the level
of violence changes, it will go bad for you.The third thing is my obsession with ‘End It NOW!’ has
grown over the years.There’s all kinds of reasons for this and the longer you’re in the field the
more self-evident they become. The reasons are about different kinds of safety. I’ll give you three
right now, but know there are more.First is your physical safety. The longer an event goes on the
greater the odds of you being injured. While you can still get hurt – especially if the guy gets off



the first shot – the ‘End It Now’ approach reduces those chances.This may sound hard to
believe, but often physical violence needs time to warm up to the point of danger of injury. With
most people it takes a few punches before they get down to business. The End It NOW
approach shuts him down before he can get going. That keeps you safe.Second is the physical
safety of the person you’re going hands on with.This is actually more complicated than you
might think.‘The longer it goes the higher chances of injury’ doesn’t just apply to you. It also
applies the other person. Him or her being injured is how you get arrested or sued.It’s WAY TOO
EASY for you to increase you force in an attempt to end it. It’s real easy to cross the line from not
working to injuring someone in a scuffle.Is a caveat to A and B – usually if it’s not working it’s
because you left something out of the formula, not because it needs to be done
harder.Explanation: Techniques/moves/whatever you call them have ‘parts.’ When a move needs
1, 2 and 3 to work, if it’s not working, it’s often because you’re only doing 1 and 3. (In the heat of
the moment, you forgot 2.) The natural response to it not working is to do it harder. Increasing
the power to compensate may work, it may hurt the guy or it may still not work and the fight goes
on. So increasing the power might look like the obvious answer but the odds are two to one of it
not turning out well.Putting someone down fast and easily takes away their will to fight. This is
kind of fuzzy and vague until you experience it. If the guy thinks he’s doing good fighting you,
he’s encouraged to keep fighting. But, if instead of a good fight, he gets froggy, WHAM! He’s
down, and helpless to resist, there’s a good chance he’ll lose heart. (This especially if you tell
him if he keeps trying to fight you, it will really hurt. It’s important to communicate you won’t hurt
him more unless he keeps on trying to fight.)It’s not enough just to ‘put him down,’ you have to do
it in such a way he can’t resist. Yes, this has all kinds of things to do with you not getting hurt, but
it also has a lot to do with him not being able to jerk himself away to escape and dislocating
something.A comment on E, if you don’t address this element, it happens a lot. At least half of
the injuries that happen with control holds are because the person tries to jerk out of it. In case
you missed that, let me say it this way: You didn’t hurt him, he hurt himself.It’s the force of their
attempted escape that dislocates their limbs. But, unless you want to be blamed you better be
able to explain how it was his action that caused the injury, not how you put the hold on. The hold
was safe, his trying to wrench free wasn’t.Third is Speed equals innocence. I picked this term up
from Clint Overland and it is the best explanation I’ve heard of the idea.In these days of security
cameras and cell phones assume you are being filmed! If the video shows you hitting the guy
for 30 seconds, the prosecutor is going to have an easy sell that you were beating that person to
punish him for daring to cross you. The jury is going to believe it too. They saw you beating that
guy. Even if you don’t get arrested, you can bet your ass is going to be fired. The company/
department has to in order to indemnify themselves against an excessive force lawsuit. (It’s
easier to say you broke training, use of force policies and were acting outside policy to let you be
sued instead of them.) But if the guy is either down or being controlled inside three seconds all
anybody sees is a blur, it’s over and you’re being professional. Believe me in these days of sue
happy idiots, that’s another reason you want to focus on ending it now.The fourth and final thing



is based on the number of professionals I’ve seen get hurt doing these jobs.Yeah, the new guy
who doesn’t know why you don’t do something or doesn’t know when to duck are often
casualties. But there’s another reason for pros to get hurt and I’m not talking about the new guy.
I’m talking about someone who is both experienced and good at this. Listen well to this fourth
thing:The greatest danger to the experienced is when you stop doing the very things that make
you good.Reread that sentence. It’s your ass if you don’t. I used to warn my crews about “Same
Old Shit Different Night Disease” (S.O.S.D.N.D.). That’s when you get accustomed to a certain
level of shit and you get sloppy. You take shortcuts you shouldn’t. You step into attack range
thinking he won’t attack. You stop looking for the little signs that the guy’s both above the
average asshole you regularly deal with and that he’s about to go off on you. That’s how
experienced operators get hospitalized or killed in this business. Sure you might be able to get
your game on after he stabs you with the knife you didn’t see him palm, but you’re still leaking.In
violence professions complacency kills. And if you think that is too hyperbolic, try this
complacency will put you on disability – and in case you don’t know, that can take up to a year
and a half to kick in. So unless you like the idea of moving back in with your mommy while you
recover you might want to avoid taking things for granted while working in a violence
profession.So there you have it, the new forward for an introduction to what I used to keep my
ass alive when it was my job to tell people “no.” I hope it helps keep you alive and intact, because
I bled –a lot –to learn a lot of what’s in this book.Oh and because my marketing guy tells me I
have to mention it, yeah, my street and professional name used to be “Animal.” That was then,
this is now. What I will say is a lot of that came from what people interpreted as ferocity after I
started being way more effective at what I was doing. It was over so fast they thought I was some
kind of Tasmanian Devil instead of knowing how to end it quickly for everyone’s safety.MJuly
2019Introduction“You are not a superman.”—Murphy’s Law of Combat #1I was talking to a guy
at my table at the Soldier of Fortune convention when the look on his face caused me to do a
mental rewind about what I had just said. “Whoops, something’s up here. Whaddi say?” We were
talking about different self-defense courses that I recommend and why I thought they were good.
Okay, nothing wrong there. What’s with his expression then? He had this look of disbelief and
amazement, mixed in with what can only be called a glimmering of hope. I stopped and looked
at him expectantly.“You were afraid?” he asked in shocked tones.It didn’t matter that I was
standing in the middle of testosterone central. It didn’t matter that I’m supposed to be some sort
of street fighting expert. None of that really even came close to entering my mind. All I had to do
was remember what it was really like out there, what it was like to have somebody actually try to
kill me. It’s a whole different ball game when the other side shoots back, and now and then the
SOB is rude enough to get off the first shot too!I looked at the guy and told him the stone-cold
truth. “Man, I was terrified. The only time I wasn’t scared was when I was either drunk or furious.”I
thought about it for a second before muttering to myself, “That probably explains why I spent
most of my time either drunk or furious.”Aw well, that’s part of what being Animal was about. That
and doing my damnedest to get laid a lot. With a shrug I looked back at him.I watched this guy



go through a metamorphosis in front of me. Hey, if someone as big and bad as Animal could say
that he was scared, then it was okay to be scared. That’s what the glimmer of hope was. Here
was a guy who was trying desperately not to be scared by something that only sadists, psychos,
and the reeeaaallly ignorant aren’t scared of. I watched this guy literally bloom in front of me as a
whole mental domino process fell into place. Now he could learn how to take care of himself
without feeling bad about feeling scared. Man, the dude was on his way.I walked away from that
conversation with two realizations. One is that despite my best efforts to convince people to the
contrary, there are some people who believe that I’m some sort of fearless superman who
regularly knocks bullets out of the air with my dick. If I ever find the guy who started that foul
rumor, I’m going to strangle him, as such a thing flies directly into the face of Murphy’s Laws of
Combat #3 (Don’t look conspicuous—it draws fire) and #10 (Try to look unimportant, because
the bad guys maybe low on ammo). Laws I heartily agree with.Maybe I have knocked a bullet
askew with that appendage, but I assure you it was not planned. In fact it was usually sort of a
last-ditch effort to get off the line of attack. My most amazing feats have been directly related to
the fact that the situation had gotten seriously ugly and it was my last option before being
hospitalized—not, as some would believe, because I was a superman. (See Law #1 in Appendix
G.)I know better. I was there at the time.It wasn’t until later, though, that the second realization
began to seep into my consciousness. It sort of built on top of the first, wormed its way through
my subconscious, and eventually sidled up to the bar inside my brain and quietly ordered a beer.
When I looked over at it, I suddenly realized what it was that had always set me apart from
others when it came to violence. Ready? Here it is:One way or the other, I wanted to end it as
soon as possible . . .That’s it, folks. It doesn’t matter if I was trying to kick ass or haul it, I wanted
it over now! It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to figure out that when someone is trying to hurt
you, he might just succeed! And the longer you hang around under those sort of conditions, the
more likely the chump is going to get lucky. By dropping that guy as fast as I could, I lessened
the chances that he would get a piece out of me. Even when I had gotten to the point of where I
was doing it professionally, I still maintained that mind-set.Him. Down. Now. Game over.Think
about this for a moment, as it is one of the major differences between what is taught as martial
arts and the reality of self-defense.How much of what you have been taught flies directly into the
face of this pearl of wisdom? Think about sparring. Is anyone really trying to end it? Or are they
actually dancing around throwing punches, and the person with the most points at the end
wins.So does sparring teach you how to end a fight as quickly as possible? Not only no, but hell
no. In fact, it teaches you to prolong it, to work your way up into a fight. “Yeah, let me get two or
three punches in and then I’ll be warmed up and ready to go to town.”Child, you try that against a
street fighter and you’re dog meat. (By the way, this is one of the reasons why I don’t spar much,
nor do I encourage my students to do so. It teaches the wrong thing. I believe in practicing, but
not sparring.) The majority of all the fights I’ve seen between experienced fighters entail one guy
getting an immediate advantage and exploiting it, whether that’s pounding the bejeezus out of
the dude or ramming the knife in again and again or repeatedly pulling the trigger. Once they



start, they don’t stop. The object of the exercise is to make sure the other guy doesn’t have a
chance to strike back.When I would go ballistic all over some 6’8” dude, it wasn’t because I was
a kung fu superhero. It was simply because I knew that the longer I stayed there under those
circumstances, the more likely I was to get hurt. If I didn’t drop him immediately, he was gonna
swat me like a bug. Every second that it went on increased my chances of getting hurt
incrementally. If the chump happened to bring a weapon along, the chances of my getting hurt
began to have those little numbers behind them that indicate to the X power.Wrong! That is why
I’d crawl all over the guy. Only by ending it immediately was I likely to come out of it unscathed.
Once that switch was thrown and I was slamming and jamming, there was nothing fair,
honorable, or civilized in what I did. Later, when violence had become part of my profession,
while I wasn’t out to maim my opponent anymore, I was still going to end the confrontation
immediately and put him in a position where he couldn’t hurt me.See, I know something that
most studly manly man martial artists and aggressive young bucks don’t know. Quantum
physicists talk about strong force, weak force, gravity, and magnetism as the four forces that run
the cosmos. Well I happen to know that Murphy’s Law is the fifth force of the universe. And
anyone who has ever been out in the field knows that Murphy is real and he’s waiting for you. If it
can go wrong, it will go wrong! Maybe not always, but sooner or later we all get our turn in the
barrel. If you haven’t prepared for it, guess who’s going for a little ride?Your best chance of
preventing Murphy’s Law from nailing you is to get out of the danger zone as soon as possible. If
you want to make a simile about it, try this: the less time you spend on the wrong end of a gun,
the less chance you have of getting shot! The reverse is also grotesquely valid—the longer a
violent situation goes on, the longer you’re in front of the barrel, and all it takes is a little pressure
in the right place. Remember, no matter how good you are, you can still be hurt.A point that most
would-be self-defense instructors miss is, not only does Murphy’s Law work in spades in this
business, but unlike in the martial arts school, when you’re in a real situation, the guy ain’t on
your side, bucko! That’s right, not only is he actively trying to hurt you, but he ain’t gonna
cooperate as you try to chuck him onto his head, karate punch him, or take your carefully
designed shooting stance. In fact, don’t be surprised when he actively does everything in his
power to bring the almighty Murphy into your life! That’s right—not only will he try to clobber you,
but he’ll try to mess up your attempts to do the same to him. Under these conditions, is it any
wonder that our friend Murphy would show up? You bet he will! And sometimes in the nastiest
way possible! (When did Murphy put that knife in the guy’s pocket?! Ooops!)[1]Maybe it was
because I was ten years old the first time my switchblade malfunctioned, thereby leaving me in a
bit of a bind, but I knew at a very early age that when it comes to violence, things go wrong, both
due to simple Murphyisms and the other guy having a slightly different agenda than you.The
object of the exercise is to get out of Murphy’s reach as soon as possible. Pulling the trigger
once in Russian Roulette is bad enough without hanging around for four more tries. When it
came to violence, as far as I was concerned the only trigger that was going to get pulled was
mine. And once I was done, the guy wouldn’t be in any shape to pull anything



else.Consequently, I always planned my violence for both the shortest time possible as well as
the simplest, most bulletproof moves I could find. When I streamlined it down to the bare basics,
all I was doing was keeping it so simple that things were less likely to go wrong. I didn’t rely on
techniques, I relied on basic laws, like “gravity works.” You can mess up a technique, but it’ll take
a long days walk before you can find an easy way to mess up gravity. I call that pretty
bulletproof.It is amazing to me that people are shocked when I say a fight should be over in three
moves. They look at me like I’ve just asked them to jump up into a flying airplane or some other
impossible task. I can’t tell you how many times I’ve heard, “Well maybe for you, but you’re a
trained fighter.” Nonononononono! This is not a Kevlar-covered dick thing. It’s just common
sense!Look at it this way. If he’s lying on the ground clutching the root of all his fantasies, how
much of a threat is he going to be to you? How about if he finds himself in a position where if he
struggles he’s going to get a broken arm (and that’s before you really hurt him) or have a high-
speed encounter with Mother Earth? Ah ha! A guy in any of these positions ain’t much of a
threat. If he continues to be a moron instead of cooperating, well, he chose Door Number 2. Got
it?Face it, if you are as big of a coward as I am, you will begin to see the sense of ending violent
situations as quickly as possible. After all, a guy could get hurt doing this stuff! This is especially
true if you do what I did and put yourself into a profession or regularly find yourself in situations
where people are prone to try and off you. Such lines of work include bouncer, bounty hunter,
bodyguard, hospital orderly (emergency room, psych ward, rehab, detox), correctional officer,
halfway house monitor, security (in-house, contractual, store), military police, and law
enforcement.[2] The quicker it’s over, the less likely you are to get hurt. And that’s what this book
is about. You’re going to learn the short-hand techniques that kept my skinny little ass alive out
there against superior numbers, sizes, and firepower for so long. So get ready to change your
thinking, buckaroos, ‘cause it’s reality check time!By the way, before we go on, chant the mantra
we all know so well by now about all my books . . .Animal doesn’t know everything. I gotta
experiment with this.You have to try things out yourself and find what works. If something in this
book doesn’t work for you, drop it faster than an annoyed tarantula and find what does!Standard
stuff by now, but I gotta say it or God knows how that little shmuck who’s been trying to give me a
big red “S” reputation will say. Like I said, if I ever catch that SOB . . .Chapter 1Escalato and Why
You Shouldn’t Play“The conviction of the justification of using even the most brutal weapons is
always dependent on the presence of a fanatical belief in the necessity of victory.”—Adolf
HitlerMy brother Tim gave me a very good bit of advice about seven card stud: “If you don’t have
something good going by the fourth card, fold.” The reason I share this information with you is to
show you how a simple rule of thumb can save you loads of money. Try that strategy next time
you play poker and see how much longer your money will last.That attitude, by the way, flies
directly in the face of how most amateurs play poker. It’s also why they’re called amateurs. They
want to hang around to the very last, hoping that the magic straight flush fairy will come by and,
poof, they’re suddenly the winner. Yeah, right.The reason I bring up the concept of poker is
because the way that most people handle violence is damn near an exact reenactment of an



amateur poker game, especially the upping the stakes part. It’s dumb enough in a poker game,
but it’s potentially lethal with violence.Have you ever seen two poker players involved in an
escalating round of betting? Instead of just plopping their money down and saying “call” and
getting down to the business of who’s going to come out on top, they “see and raise” it back and
forth. Off they go into the wild blue yonder!Now I can understand it when both guys are sitting
there with good hands. What shocks me is how often this is played out when neither of them has
a hand that is worth a bucket of piss. I have seen guys sit there with absolute garbage trying to
convince the other guy to back down by raising the stakes. What they were betting on was the
other dude backing down before the stakes got too high, not the strength of their hands!Dumb
move.Many of these episodes come about because both of the guys feel they have so much
invested in the pot that they can’t pull out. This is especially true when booze is around to eat
away at their common sense. Ohhh, Catch 22 here. Neither of them wants to show their hand for
fear of losing, so instead they keep on raising the stakes. (It’s like pushing down the gas pedal
because you’re afraid of going fast. Sheesh!) I have seen major money exchange hands over a
pair of fives because of this very thing (the loser had a pair of threes, if you can believe it).This is
no longer poker; they’re now playing “escalato.” It’s the feeling of having to “win” the hand and/or
an overly developed sense of “investment” (read: because you can’t back down) that leads to an
upward spiraling game of escalato.When it comes to violence, you do not want to become
involved with this kind of game!Most amateur violence comes about because of this stupid
game of escalato. People have no clear-cut idea of what winning means, but by God they know
they gotta do it. Think about how many times you’ve seen things escalate way out of control. This
simple pattern is behind nearly 90 percent of all conflicts you’ll encounter. Everything from a 3-
year-old throwing a hissy fit to 90-year-old grandmothers having attitudes with one another.
People get “locked in” and begin raising the stakes. Each round is more intense. It’s a basic
human pattern, no matter where you go. In an escalating situation, what you’ve got is two people
playing chicken by racing their cars toward the cliff. Each is hoping the other will jump out first so
he/she can claim to have won. In case you haven’t figured it out, betting your dick on the other
guy doing the smart thing ain’t a smart thing! The fact that both of them are there in the first
place shows you how likely someone “doing the smart thing” won’t happen! The really bad news
is, if someone doesn’t call a halt to it at some point, it’s going to progress to the next step, which
is violence.Escalato is the most dangerous game in the world. In fact every year in the United
States alone, more than 29,000 people die[3] and 256,000 are seriously hurt in aggravated
assaults/ADWs (assaults with a deadly weapon), and who knows how many are raped because
of this stupid process. Want to take a guess what it is worldwide? I don’t.Look at “having to win”
as a temporary (or sometimes, as in the case of stalkers, permanent) form of insanity. The per-
son becomes so locked in on something he can’t see any- thing else. Normal checks and
boundaries just fly out the window. It’s the same thinking (or lack thereof) that makes it so that
you can’t reason with a drunk. The drunk’s circuits are temporarily out of commission. The guy is
going to keep on pushing it until he perceives that he’s won. Great; that means you’ll be relying



on a wacko’s perceptions for a braking mechanism. Not in this lifetime, sweetheart.The answer
to “how far can it go” depends on who’s involved. If it’s only short-term insanity, what he’s looking
for is a signal that he recognizes as his adversary going belly-up. Hopefully, once he gets that
he’ll back off. If this is a more permanent form of stupidity, then who knows where it will end.
Accept this as gospel here, folks, from someone who’s faced these fuckers: someone who “has
to win” will habitually go to extremes that would make all but the most fanatical flinch away,
saying, “Whoa! Wait a minute! Too much!”In extreme cases, this fixation exists in spite of how
much damage the person causes or even what it might cost him to do it! Realize that there are
loose cannons out there with the philosophy of “victory at any cost.” They go in full bore, and that
leaves you facing an overcommitted wacko. What’s so scary about dealing with one of these
guys is that, while he is not, quote unquote, suicidal, he’s only thinking about winning, not
necessarily surviving. You need to realize that he is totally committed, and all the normal safety
checks we rely on other people having are off line.The ones you’re more likely to meet, however,
are the people who go retarded temporarily and take on that same attitude long enough to cause
some major damage. The guy’s got no idea what kind of a can of worms he’s opening, yet he’s
going to come charging on in anyway. The good news is that he’s the type who will respond to
the gentle forms of persuasion we’re going to cover in this book.Where most of these wankers
make a critical mistake (and I’m going to give you a reeeeaaaal big important safety tip here) is
they think that violence is just another stage in the escalation! WRONG!Most people look on
physical violence as a way to raise the ante in a game of escalato. What they don’t realize is that
by using physical violence, they’ve changed the game entirely!How many fights have you seen
where it looked like two people skittering forward, throwing a punch, and then skittering back,
hoping that the hurt they inflicted on the other idiot was enough to stop that person from
continuing the fight? In many of these situations, the person doing the hurting seemed to be
saying to him or herself, “Oooh, I’m scared about being here! I hope this hurts him enough to
make him back down,” rather than settling down to the job of really trying to hurt the other fighter.
The thought is to hurt the guy just enough to make him stop so the person can say to himself, “I
won!”[4]This is not how you stop violence. In fact, this sort of shit increases it. You don’t stop
violence by incrementally increasing the volume!People who fight like this are often scared and
are generally not thinking about what doors they themselves have opened by striking the other
person.[5] I got news for you, folks. When the argument becomes physical, you have just
crossed a state line, and the laws are different over in these parts.The reason I say it’s a different
game is this (and indeed this is one of my infamous “Animal’s Laws of Violence”):ANYTIME YOU
STEP INTO THE ARENA OF PHYSICAL VIOLENCE, YOU HAVE TO ACCEPT THAT IT MAY
NOT END UNTIL EITHER YOU OR YOUR OPPONENT OR MAYBE BOTH ARE DEAD.I don’t
care if it’s just a warning slap to someone—it can escalate! Anytime you are tempted to resort to
violence, this is the bottom line: if you ain’t ready to die for it or kill for it, don’t do it.Gosh, isn’t
that a warm fuzzy thought?[6] Knowing this fact is also the main difference between what I call
amateurs and professionals. An amateur will use violence as another chip in the poker game of



escalato; a pro knows and accepts going in that once it becomes physical, you ain’t in Kansas
no more. Because of that he’ll do everything in his power to keep it from crossing that line. But
once that line is crossed, he’ll try to get the situation back across the line ASAfuckingP! Because
he knows he’s gambling with his life.An amateur, however, either hasn’t realized this or has
ignored it. He’s going to strike out at people without any regard to the magnitude of the thunder
he could be calling down.Why? Because:He’s never really been in a shitstorm and therefore
doesn’t realize that he can get hurt.He’s careful about bullying someone who he thinks won’t
retaliate.He’s so out of touch with everything except his emotions at the moment that he’s totally
blind to reality (this is usually aided and abetted by drugs, alcohol, and/or neurosis).He’s thinking
that it will make him “win.”Only a fool uses violence without regard to where it can lead. Because
of this lack of awareness, however, most amateurs will see no problem about escalating a
situation into violence. It’s not that they’re competent at violence (far from it); it’s just that they’re
willing to dive in head first which makes them dangerous. Fools rush in where angels say,
“Whoooooa . . . hang on here for a minute!”Next time you get a chance to watch a conflict
brewing between others (even a minor one), pull up a chair, crack a beer, and just sit there and
watch. Unless one of the participants is extremely adept at conflict (read: knows how to end it),
what you’re going to see is a rising spiral of escalation where both people are doing things to
hurt the other, hoping that it will bring victory.I swear it will look like one of those betting sessions
I described, with each person throwing something in that is designed to convince the other
person that the stakes are too high and that he or she should fold because the first person is
willing to go “this far.” Naturally, the other person responds with the equally intelligent, “Oh yeah?
Well I’m willing to go this far!”It will get louder and nastier and meaner and may eventually evolve
all the way to violence, with you sitting there drinking beer and cheering. The combatants lose all
perspective on the matter and go at each other at an incredibly accelerated rate over something
that is usually really stupid and small. Normally, the person who is willing to raise the stakes to
the highest level ends up winning, not because he had the best hand, but because he was
willing to go too far the fastest.In extreme situations, whatever little thing it started over gets lost
in the insanity of winning until it becomes a matter of life and death. I’m talking weapons here.
Either in the middle of the fight someone pulls one or one bozo goes out to his car and comes
back with a gun and shoots the other dude. Domestic situations are charm stories all their own.
The graveyards are filled with people who didn’t think that this could happen when they started
arguing.Oftentimes the weapon is pulled as just another level of escalation. (“Oh yeah! Well look
how far I’m willing to go!”) If a sudden bout of common sense doesn’t show up in the other
dude’s yard, prompting him to run like hell, you’ve got serious injury looming on the horizon.It is
incredible the number of people who will stand there and keep on going with the fight even when
the other dude is flashing a weapon. I’ve heard drunk morons proclaim, “I don’t care if he’s got a
knife!” No lie! The one I couldn’t believe was when I heard a real genius proclaim, “You ain’t got
the balls” to someone wagging a gun around. Guess what? He had the balls.Now as stupid as
the soon-to-be-a-corpse may sound under these conditions, the clown with the weapon is being



just as retarded. You’d be shocked at the number of people who get this dumb look on their face
when they realize, “Oh my God! I really did hurt him.”Duuuuhhh! If that ain’t what you were trying
to do, why’d you pull the weapon out? And why are you surprised now that you’ve succeeded?
Hopefully, if a weapon is produced, one person or the other will decide that the stakes have
suddenly gotten too high and pull out, or there are other people around who will intercede before
the stakes really do get too high. However the yearly body count shows that there’s a whole lot of
people who don’t suffer sudden attacks of common sense. (The German proverb of “when two
argue, both are at fault” makes a whole lot more sense in this light, doesn’t it?)Let me state here
and now that professionals don’t play escalato! Why? Because they know what could be waiting
for them across that line in the arena of violence. And they don’t want to cross it for no other
reason than they’ve had a bad hair day. Honestly, is that worth dying for? Pros know it could
happen.In my first book I quoted an old-timer as saying, “Violence is the first option and the last
choice of the competent.” Think about that for a second. It’s seriously deep, and it defines the
difference between pros and amateurs.It means pros will not use what they are best at until all
the other tools have been exhausted. However, once the decision is reached to employ violence,
the amount of destructive energy professionals can and will unleash is awesome to
behold.Why? Because they are not fighting to “win,” they are fighting to end it!At first glance that
may look to be one in the same thing, but let me tell you they are worlds apart.Escalato is an ego
game. The person who “won” can wander off humming to himself how right he was, etc., etc.
Someone who is fighting to end it isn’t fighting for warm fuzzies for his ego. He is fighting to get it
out of the realm of the physical ASAP because he knows what can and will happen if it goes on
too long.Often, by being a superior force with physical violence, the conflict can and does end
quickly. However there is always the possibility that it may not, especially if you’re going for
victory rather than a quick ending! I’ve seen and experienced many a supposedly easy victory
turn into a serious fur ball of claw and fang because the party went into it with the wrong
goal.That is why it is so important to make one of your primary goals to neutralize the threat!
When you do that, you end it. If I drop someone in three moves, it isn’t to punish him; it’s to keep
him from being able to take it into the physical arena again anytime soon. Once I have him back
over the line, he’s going to know that path is closed to him. When he’s lying there hurting from
hitting the ground and in a wrist lock, he’s going to know that it was a mistake to try to escalate it
into violence.There are other types of escalation than the “I gotta win” type, but this book would
turn into an encyclopedia if I tried to explain them all. What’s important is to recognize the basic
pattern. I’ve said it before: you don’t need to know the type of shark to recognize a shark attack.
[7] Go out and watch for these patterns. You’d be amazed at how widespread this behavior
is.Chapter 2Professional Standards#13 The important things are always simple. #14 The
simplest things are always hard. #15 The easy way is always mined.—Murphy’s Laws of
CombatNow I want to turn your attention from what not to do regarding violence to what it takes
to become a heavy-level player. The object of the exercise is to not get hurt, not be some sort of
kung fu killer superhero. The problem with being a kung fu commando is that you’re wired so



tight that you become an outcast of society. You’re just as likely to go off on a loved one as you
are someone who deserves it.Inherent in the professional level of competence are two factors.
One is “awareness”[8] and the other is “the trigger.” I want to touch upon the first one briefly and
the second one a little more in depth.As readers of my other books may have noticed, I’m a big
fan of awareness. For those of you who’ve never had to slough through any of my other books,
simply stated, awareness is a blend of two things. One is being in touch with your external and
internal environment; the second is knowing what things mean in that particular place
(sometimes referred to as “knowing how things work ‘round here”).The first concept is pretty
easy to understand. Don’t get so caught up with what’s going on inside your head that you fail to
see the buffalo stampede coming down on you. If you don’t see it coming at all, then there ain’t
much you can do to prevent it, much less keep your tail from being flattened. If you see it
coming, however, you can do something about it or at least get out of the way. In short, pay
attention to what’s going on around you.The second part of the first part (is it me or did I just
sound like a lawyer?) is, “know thyself.” What are your strengths? Your limits? What will you
tolerate? What won’t you tolerate? What are you like under different conditions? You wouldn’t
think about flying a plane without knowing the aircraft’s limitations and specifications, would
you? Then why try to live your life without knowing the same about yourself? When are you most
likely to rip someone’s head off for looking at you cross-eyed, and when will you let bloody
murder slide? Know where you are and what you’re like there. For example, while many people
are amazed at how mellow I am when they meet me, there is a reason I’m called Animal. I have a
state which I call “FIDO” (Fuck It Drive On) in which I will maul anybody or anything that gets in
my way and not even slow down.I know this about myself, and when I’m heading toward a FIDO
mood I clear my table of anything I don’t want broken, including people. That way I end up doing
a whole lot less apologizing. There has been many a time when I’ve simply turned and walked
away from a situation because I felt Animal rear up inside of me. I do this so I don’t lose my cool
and let Animal break people, which I will do in that mindset. Know yourself well enough to
recognize when you’re heading down a certain path before it’s too late to turn aside. In a related
venue, what chemically altered states are you prone to become violent under (and hence should
avoid)? I can tell you when my blood sugar drops because I become a wolverine with a
toothache. Furthermore, me and Tennessee whiskey don’t mix. I avoid putting myself into those
states these days.By knowing these things, I can plan accordingly and give people more slack
when my internal thermometer is up. If nothing else, I can warn them and if they persist, then it’s
on them for not listening. Knowing this about yourself can do wonders for avoiding trouble and
keeping you from abusing the information in this book.
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John A. Curley, “Definitive book on the subject. Superb writing on the subject. I have worked in
often violent profession for 33 years. I have trained since 1981. I started teaching in 1987. Real
violence is not what you see on television or in the movies. It is scary, frenzied and sloppy.
Marc is someone who for most of his life has lived violence. When I taught my students were
forbidden to read the ridiculous magazines or the ridiculous books and that applied to most. I
made two exceptions at the time books by Marc MacYoung and Peyton Quinn. In addition to my
work as an investigator I write as well, I consulted with him on my first novel, published last year.
Despite my firsthand knowledge, Mac is my go to source when writing about violence. If you
train, if you are interested in self defense or if you work in a violence related profession, this book
should be in your library.  John A. Curley author of "Bonds" https://amzn.to/2OaebCU”

Chris Murphy, “A must read!. As a professional in the mental health field of 18 years, I believe
this book is required reading. Not just on how to handle a situation gone bad, but more
importantly, how to identify the situation before it goes south and defuse it entirely.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Marc knows his stuff!. A minor league violence professional in my own
right, Marc's stuff has helped me in my work with sexually violent predators.”

jeff pyper, “Could not put the book down!. A lot of humor and useful technics for common real
worldsituations.”

YuLiQigong, “Great book with no BS.. I'm a former bouncer, body guard and private security
provider. I wish this was available before I started.”

thomas h. jeffries, “Make up your mind to win/survive.. Extremely good book, lots of ideas to
think about and attemp to put into practice. Cleared up some martial arts mysteries I had I out
their invincibility, and it came down to mind-set and oral tradition post black belt or equivalent
rank. Get it in your head to survive way before any adverse event happens, but seek “real
adequate training most important get in the mind set to survive.”

Leroy Nelson, “Book review. Well written and entertaining ! As a fellow "violent professional" this
would be week worth the read for new guys and a good review for guys that should already
understand!”

Jonathan Waller, “Useful as always. As always with works by MM an informative and useful read.
With examples and funny stroires and witty writing. If the book applies to directly or for
informative reasons.. Give it a read.”
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